Apple Configurator 2 Workflow
This method is the most consistent and easiest method we have found for using Apple Configurator 2 for supervising and enrolling any iOS
9+ device that are not eligible for Apple’s Device Enrollment Program.

1. Setting up the JSS
The only two things we really need to make sure of is that we do not use an IP as our JSS URL, and they have a VALID SSL CERT.
That second option tends to be what will cause issues in troubleshooting. So if you see any errors the SSL Cert would be the first thing to
check

2. Creating the Enrollment Profile
Our second step is to go into our Mobile Devices >> Enrollment Profiles and create a New Profile (Figure 1). Once we create our profile,
the only information that is necessary is the profile name.
Everything else is up to the customer, however it is not required for the enrollment process (Figure 2)
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3. Downloading the Trust and MDM profiles
Once we are done editing and saving our Enrollment Profile, we will see a screen that has new tabs across the bottom. The two tabs that
are important to us are the Trust Profile and Download buttons (Figure 3). Click on both of those and download those profiles.
You may be prompted to import these .mobileconfig profiles. This is not necessary, just hit cancel (Figure 4).
These go directly to our downloads folder, so it should be easy for us to find for our future steps.
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4. Setting up Apple Configurator 2 for Device Preparation
a. Creating Prepare Blueprint
You can download Apple Configurator 2 from the App store. Nothing is pre-configured on initial start (Figure 5).
Our first step is to create our first Blueprint. Blueprints are essentially the prepare tab from the previous Apple Configurator, and are a
very quick and handy way for users to apply preset settings to their devices.
Click the Blueprints tab across the top bar, and hit Edit Blueprints. Once we get into that tab, click on the New button at the bottom
left of the Blueprints tab. In this workflow we will create a Blueprint called "Prepare"
Just edit the name of the profile and change from Untitled to Prepare.
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b. Creating the WiFi Profile
With Apple Configurator 2, the way profiles are created and stored is different than Apple Configurator 1.
In order to create a Wifi profile, we need to actually go through a much different process. So across the top menu bar we will select:
File > New Profile (Figure 6).
Once this opens up we will have a general tab to create a new profile. At the top it will be an Untitled profile, change this to Wifi and
save it to your desktop (Figure 7). Edit the general tab to the users settings.
The Identifier is required but does not to be anything specific. Feel free to make this whatever you want. (Figure 8).
Once we have the general tab set up, go configure the WiFi payload with the users WiFi settings (Figure 9). Once this is done, save
and close the profile creator.
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c. Add the WiFi and Trust Profiles to the Prepare Blueprint
Now once we finished creating our Wifi Profile, its time to Apply it to our Blueprint. We are going to right click on the Blueprint >
Add > Profiles... (Figure 10). This will bring up a finder window.
We will select our WiFi profile from our Desktop and our Trust Profile from the Downloads folder.
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d. Prepare the Prepare Blueprint
Prepare the prepare blueprint??? Don't let the verbiage confuse you, just go ahead and right click on the Blueprint and hit that
Prepare button.
This will bring up a whole new menu (Figure 11)
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Select the "Manual Enrollment" method and hit Next
Do not enroll in MDM and hit Next
Select both the Supervise and Allowing devices to pair with other computers and hit Next
Create a new organization and hit Next
Have the user fill in the required and optional information needed and hit Next
Select Generate a New Supervision Identity and hit Next.
§ If the user has a previous Supervision Identity, import that here by selecting "Choose existing.."

•

Choose the steps they wish to show during their Setup Assistant.
§ If you do not wish to show any steps, just select to “not show any” from the drop down box.

e. Create and setup the MDM Enroll Blueprint
We'll create this Blueprint just like we created the Prepare Blueprint. Hit New in the bottom left corner. We'll call this Blueprint
"MDM Enroll" in this workflow. Now we'll Right Click this Blueprint and Add > Profiles... This time we'll add our MDM Enroll profile
from our Downloads folder.
DO NOT PREPARE THIS PROFILE!
Hit save and we'll be done with our Blueprints. Your page should now look like this (Figure 12).
Now hit Done to return to the Device View
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5. Apply the Blueprints to our Devices.
Once we finished our Blueprints, all we have left to do is apply them to our devices. Once we plug in our devices, they should appear in our
All Devices view. Select all the devices we want to enroll into our JSS > Hit Blueprints at the Top > Select our Prepare Blueprint (Figure 13).
This will apply our Prepare Blueprint to all of our devices. Once this is complete will we repeat the process with our MDM Enroll Blueprint.
Once this is complete our devices should be enrolled into our JSS.
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